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QUESTION NO: 1

Which one of the following XML declarations is NOT valid?

A. Option A

B. Option B

C. Option C

D. Option D

ANSWER: D 

QUESTION NO: 2

Which of the following are NOT acceptable ways to create a secure password hash in PHP?

(Choose 2)

A. md5() 

B. hash_pbkdf2() 

C. password_hash() 

D. crypt() 

E. openssl_digest() 

ANSWER: A E 

QUESTION NO: 3

Which of the following can be registered as entry points with a SoapServer instance (choose 2):

A. A single function

B. A single method from a class

C. All methods from a class
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D. All classes defined in a script

ANSWER: A C 

QUESTION NO: 4

Which of the following rules must every correct XML document adhere to? (Choose 2)

A. It has to be well-formed.

B. It has to be valid.

C. It has to be associated to a DTD.

D. It may only contain UTF-8 encoded characters.

ANSWER: A B 

QUESTION NO: 5

How do you allow the caller to submit a variable number of arguments to a function?

A. Using a prototype like function test(... $parameters).

B. Using a prototype like function test() and the function func_get_args() inside the function body.

C. Using a prototype like function test($parameters[]).

D. Using a prototype like function test() and the function get_variable_args() inside the function body.

E. This is not possible in PHP.

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 6

What is the result of the following code?

define('PI', 3.14);

class T

{ const PI = PI;

}
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class Math

{

const PI = T::PI;

}

echo Math::PI;

A. Parse error

B. 3.14

C. PI

D. T::PI

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 7

Under what condition may HTTP headers be set from PHP if there is content echoed prior to the header function being 
used?

A. headers_sent() returns true

B. Output buffering is enabled

C. The client supports local buffering

D. The webserver uses preemptive mode

ANSWER: B 

QUESTION NO: 8

Your application uses PHP to accept and process file uploads. It fails to upload a file that is 5 MB in size, although 
upload_max_filesize is set to "10M". Which of the following configurations could be responsible for this outcome? (Choose 2)

A. The PHP configuration option post_max_size is set to a value that is too small

B. The web server is using an incorrect encoding as part of the HTTP response sent to the client

C. The browser uses an incorrect encoding as part of the HTTP request sent to the server

D. The hidden form field MAX_FILE_SIZE was set to a value that is too small

E. PHP cannot process file uploads larger than 4 MB
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ANSWER: A D 

QUESTION NO: 9 - (SIMULATION)

SIMULATION

What is the output of the following code? function increment ($val)

{

++$val; }

$val = 1; increment ($val); echo $val;

ANSWER: 1

QUESTION NO: 10

What is the output of the following code? class A { public $a = 1;

public function __construct($a) { $this->a = $a; }

public function mul() { return function($x) {

return $this->a*$x;

};

}

}

$a = new A(2); $a->mul = function($x) {

return $x*$x;

};

$m = $a->mul(); echo $m(3);

A. 9

B. 6

C. 0

D. 3

ANSWER: B 
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QUESTION NO: 11

What is the output of this code?

$world = 'world'; echo <<<'TEXT' hello $world TEXT;

A. hello world

B. hello $world

C. PHP Parser error

ANSWER: C 

QUESTION NO: 12

You need to escape special characters to use user input inside a regular expression. Which functions would you use? 
(Choose 2)

A. addslashes()

B. htmlentities()

C. preg_quote()

D. regex_quote()

E. quote_meta()

ANSWER: C E 

QUESTION NO: 13

Consider the following XML code:

PHP 5.5 in 42 Hours

Learning PHP 5.5 The Hard Way

Which of the following SimpleXML calls prints the name of the second book? 

(Let $xml = simplexml_load_file("books.xml"); .) (Choose 2)

A. echo $xml->books->book[2];

B. echo $xml->books->book[1];

C. echo $xml->book[1];

D. echo $xml->xpath("/books/book[@id=2]");
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E. $c = $xml->children(); echo $c[1];

ANSWER: C E 

QUESTION NO: 14 - (SIMULATION)

SIMULATION Which DOMElement property provides a reference to the list of the element's children?

ANSWER: childNodes

QUESTION NO: 15

What is the output of the following code?

class Number { private $v; private static $sv = 10;

public function __construct($v) { $this->v = $v; } public function mul() { return static function ($x) {

return isset($this) ? $this->v*$x : self::$sv*$x;

};

} }

$one = new Number(1); $two = new Number(2);

$double = $two->mul();

$x = Closure::bind($double, null, 'Number'); echo $x(5);

A. 5

B. 10

C. 50

D. Fatal error

ANSWER: C 
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